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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this eries of papers we are concerned with classifying groups G satisfying 
the following hypotheses. Let G be a finite group with cyclic Sylow 3-subgroups. 
Let d be an element of G of order 3 and suppose that N,((d)) = (H, T) where 
(h~)~ = 1 for all hE H, H is abelian and 4 does not divide 1H I. Suppose further 
that any simple group of order prime to 3 involved in G is isomorphic toSx(r) 
for some r. 
The main theorem we wish to prove is stated in detail n[3]; in particular we 
wish to show that if G is simple then G r PSL(2,y) for some prime power 4. 
We let G be a minimal counterexample tothe theorem and in [3] and [4] we 
established many properties ofG. In particular G is simple, G has at most 2 
conjugacy classes ofinvolutions a d1 C(d)1 = 6. If we let obe the involution in 
C(d) then we showed that we can assume that G has precisely two classes of 
involutions if and only if u is not conjugate o7. (For further properties see [4, 
Section 11.) 
In this paper we continue the proof and complete it. In Section 2 we examine 
the structures of ubgroups of G, in Section 3 we dispose of a special case and in 
Section 4 we pick up some of the threads of the work carried out in [4]. The 
remainder of the paper is devoted to arithmetic in the group G and in particular 
to calculating thenumber of times d can be written as a product of two of its 
conjugates. This calculation s carried out in two ways. In Section 5 we use 
character theory and in Section 6 group theory. The result is a collection of 
formulae and inequalities involving the order of G which, as we show in Sec- 
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tions 7 and 8, gives rise to the contradiction which establishes our main theorem. 
We would remark that much of the character theory which we require has 
already been obtained in[2] and we will adopt he notation contained in that 
paper. 
2. SUBGROUP STRUCTURE 
THEOREM 2.1. Let K be a proper subgroup of G and suppose that 3divides ) K 1. 
Then K has one of the following types of structures: 
(i) K/O,(K) z SL(2,4); 
(j) Kg PSL(2, 7); 
(k) K s PSL(2, 11); 
(1) K E PSL(2, 13); 
(m) K/O,(K) z PSL(2, 7), O,(K) g Vs and K/O,(K) acts on O,(K) as 
GL(3,2); 
(4 K/O,(K) s S,; 
(0) K z PGL(2,7); 
(P) K=-G:,; 
(q) Ke Q; 
(r) Kr -G; 
(s) K e 4,; 
(t) K/F(K) g 2, andF(K) # 1; 
(u) K/F(K) g D, andF(K) # 1; 
(v) K/F(K) s 2, andF(K) # 1; 
(w) K/F(K) g D,, andF(K) # 1; 
(x) K/F(K) z Qs * 2, andF(K) # 1; 
(Y) K/J’(K) E Q8 . D, a&F(K) # 1; 
(z) K/F(K) g 2, * 2, and elements oforder 3 in K do not act jxed-point- 
freely on F(K). 
Proof. In proving this theorem we may assume without loss that dE K. 
LEMMA 2.1 .I. Let KI be a subgroup of G such that / KI 1 is prime to 3 and 
d E N(K,). Then K = K,(d) is one of types (p), (r), (t), (v), (x) or (2). 
Proof. Since d acts on K1 as an automorphism of order 3with 1 C, (d)l = 1 
or 2, we may apply [5, Theorem 10.2.11 and [l] to conclude that K ;‘s soluble 
and that either KI is nilpotent, or K,/F(K,) E 2, or QB , or KI is 2-closed. In 
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the first 2 cases it is readily seen that K is one of types (p), (r), (t), (v) or (x). So 
we may assume that Ki is 2-closed but not nilpotent. 
Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup ofKl so that T Q Ki and let K, be a Hall 
2’-subgroup f CKl(T). Then TCKl(T) = T x Ka so that dacts on K, , which 
makes Ka nilpotent. Therefore TC,-JT) is nilpotent a dhence aproper sub- 
group of Kl . Let bars denote images under the natural mapping K + 
K/TC,$T). Then xi is a non-trivial group of odd order and, since Cxl(d) = 1, 
K is a Frobenius group. if acts on T/@(T) with Ki acting faithfully, by [5, 
Theorem 5.1.41. LetM = [T/@(T), KJ. S ince T/@(T) = CTI&Kl) x M we 
must have M # 1 and C,(Ki) = 1. 
We now examine the structure of M as a K-module. Note first that M contains 
no non-trivial if-submodule on which d acts fixed-point-freely because ifit did 
contain such asubmodule, N say, then Ki < C(N) by [I 1, Corollary 3.21, which 
contradicts the fact hat C,(Ki) = 1. Because jC,(d)] < 2 it follows that 
1 C,(d)/ = 2 and dim(C&d)) = 1. B ecause M contains no submodule onwhich 
;E acts fixed-point-freely, it fol ows that M is irreducible and,by a repetition of 
the arguments, that M remains irreducible und r field extension. However, by 
[5, Theorem 3.4.31, there is a field extension under which M decomposes a
V @ V;l@ l/a2 for some K,-module V. Since v + era + &E C(d) and 
dim(CM(d)) = 1 it follows that dim V = 1 so that dim M = 3. Therefore 
if 5 Aut(M) g GL(3, 2) E PSL(2, 7). This means that & g 2, . Since, aswe 
showed earlier, TCKl( T) is nilpotent we now have K of type (z), as required. 
Notation. For the remainder ofthis ection let K be a proper subgroup ofG 
withdEK. 
LEMMA 2.1.2. If NJ(d)) = C,(d) then K is one of types (p), (r), (t), (v), (x) 
0~ (4; if N,(d) > G(d), K is one of types (a)-(g) (as listed in the statement of the 
main theorem in[3]). 
Proof. If NJ(d)) = C,(d) then, since C(d) is abelian, Burnside’s Transfer 
Theorem implies that K has a normal 3-complement. By Lemma 2.1.1 with 
Kl = OS@), K is one of types (p), (4, (t), (4, (9 or (2). 
If N,((d)) > C,(d) the structure of K follows immediately from the mini- 
mality of G. 
LEMMA 2.1.3. If K is of type (a) then K is of type (q), (s), (u), (w) or (y). 
Proof. Apply Lemma 2.1.1 to O,,(K), noting that Z, does not admit D, as a 
group of automorphisms. 
LEMMA 2.1.4. If K is one of types (b)-(g) then the simple group involved in K
is tithe-r SL(2,4), PSL(2,7), PSL(2, 11) or PSL(2, 13). 
Proof. Use the fact hat 1C,(d)\ = 6. 
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LEMMA 2.1.5. Iflvis oftrpe (b) then Kis of type (i). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1.4, K/S(K) G SL(2,4). Also, by Lemma 2.1.1 applied 
to Kr = S(K), either S(K) is nilpotent or S(K)/F(S(K)) g Zs . (S(K)/F(S(K)) 
cannot be isomorphic to Qs because ofthe action fthe SL(2,4).) 
If S(K) is nilpotent then L = K/O,(K) has a normal subgroup L, = 
S(K)/O,(K) oforder prime to 2 and 3 with L/L, g SL(2,4) and elements of
order 3in L acting fixed-point-freely on L, . B [ 12, Proposition 4.21 L, = 1 so 
that S(K) is a 2-group and K is of type (i). 
If S(K)/F(S(K)) z Z, then K/F(S(K)) E Z, x SL(2,4) since N((d)) z
Q2 * By applying the argument of the preceding paragraph with L = 
F(S(K)) . SL(2,4) we conclude that F(S(K)) is a 2-group which means that 
S(K) is a 2-group and S(K)/F(S(K)) c$Z, . Th is contradiction establishes t  
lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1.6. If K is of type (c) then K is of type (j), (k) or (1). 
Proof. O,,(K) = 1 by [12, Proposition 3.21. Now use Lemma 2.1.4. 
LEMMA 2.1.7. K is not of type (d). 
Proof. If it were then C(a) would be insoluble, contrary to [4, Theorem 1.21. 
LEMMA 2.1.8. If K is of type (e) then K is of type (m). 
Proof. By applying Lemma 2.1 .l with Kl = S(K) we see that S(K) is 
nilpotent. By [12, Proposition 3.21, S(K) is a 2-group and K is of type (m). 
LEMMA 2.1.9. If K is of type (f) then K is of type (n). 
Proof. Use the argument ofLemma 2.1.5 to show that O,(K) = 1. 
LEMMA 2.1.10. IfKisof type(g) then Kisof type (0). 
Proof. Use the arguments ofLemma 2.1.6 to show that O,,(K) = 1. Also, 
it is well known that Aut(PSL(2,7)) = PrL(2, 7) = PGL(2,7). This completes 
the proof of the lemma and of Theorem 2.1. 
3. A SPECIAL CASE 
THEOREM 3.1. G has no subgroups oftype (m). 
Proof. Suppose that G has a subgroup K of type (m) and let T = O,(K). 
Then K < N(T) and indeed, byTheorem 2.1, K = N(T). But we now have 
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T g Vs and T = C(T) and we can apply [7, Theorem 21 to derive a contra- 
diction. 
4. CONSEQUENCES OF EARLIER WORK 
In this ection wepick up the threads of[3] and [4]. The notation and results 
we use are stated in[4, Section 11. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. (a) If Tis any (d, r)-itzva&nt 2-subgroup f G containing 
R then N(T) = F(N(T))(d, T); 
(b) C(u) = J’(C(4M T>- 
Proof. N(T) is soluble by [4, Theorem 1.21 and u E T < O,(N(T)). The 
structure of N(T) now follows from Theorem 2.1. This proves part (a). Since 
C(a) is soluble and u E O,(C(a)) thesame arguments also give part (b). 
PROPOSITION 4.2. O,,(C(a)) = O&V(R)) = O.&V(Q)). 
Proof. Note first that, inProposition 4.1, O,(C(u)) and O,(N( T)) are prime 
to 3 because otherwise 1 R / = 2, contrary to [3, Lemma 5.11. 
Since R is a Sylow 2-subgroup of08(C(u)) itfollows from Proposition 4.1
(b) that Oa(C(u)) < C(R). But Proposition 4.1(a) shows that N(R) = 
F(N(R))(d, 7::. Therefore O,(C(a)) < O,,(N(R)). On the other hand, since 
u E R, we also have O,,(N(R)) < C(O), whence O,,(N(R)) < O,,(C(u)), i.e. 
WV)) = Qi(C(4). 
Now let T be a (d, -r)-invariant 2-subgroup ofG with R < T <Q and 
suppose that T is maximal with respect tothe property O,,(N(T)) = O,,(N(R)) 
and let Tl be a Sylow 2-subgroup ofF(N(T)). Then O,,(N(T)) < C(T,) and 
hence, by Proposition 4.1, O&V(T)) < O,Ql(T,)). On the other hand 
O,+V(T,)) < C(T,) < C(T) which forces O,+V(T,)) = O,,(N(T)). The 
maximality ofT now gives Tl = T so that T is a maximal (d, T)-invariant 
2-subgroup ofN(T). Thus N,(T) = T and we have T = Q, which completes 
the proof. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. There is a positive nteger h (prime to 2 and 3 and possibly 
equal to 1) such that jO,,(C(u))l = h2 and every non-trivial 2-subgroup f G is 
centralised by a group of order h. 
Proof. -1s remarked in Proposition 4.2, 1Os(C(u))I isprime to 3. Also 
(d, T} acts on Oz(C(o)) with dacting fixed-point-freely. Since the only absolutely 
irreducible <d, T)-module incharacteristic p (p # 2, 3) has dimension 2 (and 
is given by 
d+ 
0 1 
?--+ 10’ [ 1 
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where 7 is a primitive cube root of unity) there is an integer h such that 
I QdW)l = h2 and / C(T) n 02(C(a))i = h. By Proposition 4.2, (Q, T) < 
W(T) n WW)>. S ince (Q, T> is a Sylow 2-subgroup ofG, the proposition 
follows immediately. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. If Q > R then / Q : R 1 = 4, R 4 Q and there is an 
involution p in Z(Q) such that pis not conjugate ou and C(p) = F(N(Q))(T). 
Proof. If Q > R let p be an involution n Q n Z((Q, T)). Then C(p) > 
(Q, T) > {R, T), which is a Sylow 2-subgroup ofC(o). Therefore p is not 
conjugate to U. By Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, C(p) > F(N(&))(T) = O,,( C(U))Q(~> 
so that C(p) n C(o) = O,*(C(~))R(T). 
Since d normalises Q and R we must have 1 Q : R j 3 4. So we may let 
I C(p) : C(p) n C(o)] = 4K for some integer K.Note that k is prime to 3 since 
p is not conjugate to u. We now have /C(p)l/l C(U)] = 4K/3. By [4, Theorem 1.11 
K = 1, which forces C(p) = F(N(Q))(T) and ( Q : R ( = 4. Finally, since 
N,(R) is d-invariant, we must also have R 4 Q. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. If O,,(C(a)) = 1 then centralisers of involutions i  G are 
soluble and O,,(N(T)) = 1 for any 2-subgroup T of G. 
Proof. Suppose O&C(u)) = 1. If Q > R then by Propositions 4.2 and 4.4 
there is an involution p not conjugate to uwith C(p) = Q(T). Since G has at most 
2 classes of involutions, centralisers of involutions n G are soluble. If Q = R then 
by the Remark at the end of [4], coupled with Theorem 3.1, we also have that 
centralisers of involutions in G are soluble. 
If SCNa(2) = o we have a contradiction o [9]. So SCNa(2) # 0. By [6], 
O,(C(t)) = 1 for any involution t fG and by a standard argument (cf. [lo, 
p. 901) O,(N(T)) = 1 for any 2-subgroup T of G. 
5. COUNTING ARGUMENTS USING CHARACTER THEORY 
As already mentioned the character heory of G is discussed in [2]; we will use 
the notation developed there, noting that in our case 1H / = I C(d)1 = 6 and 
3” = 3. 
LEMMA 5.1. If B is a 3-block of G and B # B, , B, then #(d’d’ = d)B = 0. 
Proof. Characters of B take value 0 on 3-singular elements bythe proof of 
[2, Lemma 3.11. 
LEMMA 5.2. #(d-d’ = d),, > I G l/36. 
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Proof. By [2, Lemma 2.51, 
#(d’d’ = d),, = * (1 + ; - E3 
r1+ 63 
) 
IGI 
=i l+ ( Yl(Yll+d 
IGI IGI 
>IC(d)12=36 
since y1 and yr + l a are positive, b ing character d grees. 
LEMMA 5.3. (a) If El = --I then cc1 3 5. 
(b) If l s = -1 then& 2 5. 
(c) If El = -1 dE2 = +1 then/$ - a1 > 5. 
Proof. Let M be the module affording 1, .(col isdefined in[2, Lemma 2.41.) 
Let c = dim(C,(d)). M is completely reducible as a(d, T)-module sothat we 
may suppose that dand 7 are represented by block diagonal matrices with blocks 
of the following forms: 
(i) d+ [ll, T+ Ltll, 
(ii) d-t [i ,“-I], T -+[t i], 
where v is a primitive cube root of unity. Clearly i&(d) = c - $([,(l) - c) so 
that c,(l) = 3c - 25,(d). 
If E1 = -1 then t,(d) = -1 so that cyl = g,(l) = 3c + 2. Also c,(du) = 1. 
If part (a) of the lemma is false w must therefore have (Ye = 2. Thus on M, do 
has 2 characteristic roots adding to 1. Since these roots must also be 6-th roots of 
unity, they must be ein13 and e- i~/~. Then 0 = (d~)~ has characteristic roots
ein and e-6” so that OZ, = L(U) = -2 = -01~. Since G is simple we have a 
contradiction o [5, Theorem 4.1.31. This proves part (a). For parts (b) and (c) 
apply the same arguments oJ$ and 5, . 
LEMMA 5.4. Ifcl = + 1 then #(d’d’ = d),, > 0. 
Proof. By [2, Lemma 2.41, 
smce 01~ ,,B1 and QOL~ + B1 are positive, being character d grees. 
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LEMMA 5.5. Ifel = -1 UndE2 = --I then 
#(&d’ = d),, > - $ * g+ . 
Proof. Here 
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#(d’d’ = d)B1 = g$ (- $ - $ + 
1 
al+ 61 
IGI 
't 
- -p(d)j2 a1 ( 8,cz- 81) 1 
_ IGI 1 
--- 
36 ( -lq+ MC: Bl) ) * 
Now 0~~ ,/& and ozl + & are positive, b ing character degrees. Also, by [2, 
Lemma 2.41,~~~ < /3, so that 
By Lemma 5.3 (Ye > 5 and PI >, 5, which 
t+‘--. 
al+ 81 
establishes t  lemma. 
LEMMA 5.6. If El = -1 de, = $1 then 
#(d‘d’ = cqBl > - ; * q; . 
Proof. Here 
#(dad’ = d)Bl = & ( -$+#- 1 
fj A,,) 
1 
IGI 1 - -- 
= - 36 a1 ( ++ p :a,). 1 1 
Now a1, PI and ,k?, - 01~ are positive, b ing character d grees. If o(~ ,< PI - cyl 
then 
1 -- 
al ++&q=;+ 1 1 Bl(Bl"i 4 
<'+L 
a1 A 
@il + 
1 -- 
9+ 64 - "1) 
3 
% 
by Lemma 5.3. 
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1 
* --- +- a1 /I1 /I1 -! cd1 = & + 
81 - % 
4 
yi&g+~ 
=j&y+ 1 ml+ (81 - 4 
%i 3 
by Lemma 5.3. 
These two cases prove the lemma. 
LEMMA 5.7. If G has 2 classes ofinvolutiom then l 1 = + 1. 
Proof. By [2, Lemmas 4.1 and 3.11, 
$ 1 H 1 = ;#(u.,. = d) - ;#(uY = do) 
I G I 61 
=IC(d)12* 
(w?Q - %Pd2 
41(~1~2% + Bl) *
Now 01~ ,/3, and QE~(Y~ + fil are positive, b ing character degrees. Therefore 
El = fl. 
THEOREM 5.8. I G 1 = 36k #(d’d* = d), where k < 1 if G has 2 conjugacy 
classes ofinvolutions and k < 1017 if G has 1 class. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, #(d’d’ = d) = #(d’d’ = d)BO + #(dad’ = d)B1. The 
theorem now follows from Lemmas 5.2 and 5.4 to 5.7. 
There are two further lemmas which we shall require. 
LEMMA 5.9. If G has one class of involutions then 
IGI -- . 
I C(u>l” 
h - %I2 = 6. 
Ylh + 4 
Proof. If G has one class of involutions then by counting inN((d)) = 
(u, d, 7) g D,, we see that #(u’u’ = d) = #(u-u’ = da) = 6. As in [2, 
Lemma 3.21, 
and 
#(u.u. = d) = #(u.u. = d),, + #(u.u. = d),, 
#(cu. = da) = #(u’u’ = d)B, - #(u’u’ = d)B1 .
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It follows byadding these quations that 
6 = #(u’u’ = d),, .
The lemma now follows immediately from 12, Lemma 3.11. 
LEMMA 5.10. 1 + y,,s + (yU + ~a)~ < j C(u)i. 
Proof. Since 0is an involution, all characters take integer values at o. The 
lemma is therefore a trivial consequence of [2, Lemma 2.51 and the well known 
orthogonality relation [5, Theorem 4.2.81. 
6. COUNTING ARGUMENTS USING GROUP THEORY 
We begin this ection by establishing a notation for maximal soluble subgroups 
of G which we will use for the remainder ofthis paper. 
Notation. Let Mi ,..., M, be a complete s t of representatives of conjugacy 
classes of ubgroups ofG satisfying 
(a) M, is a maximal soluble subgroup ofG, 
(b) dcMi > 
(c) O,jM,) is non-trivial and has a normal 2-complement. 
(We will show in Lemma 6.1 that such subgroups exist.) 
For each i, we let Ni = O,f(Mi), Hi = F(N& ] Hi 1 = hit, where hi is prime 
to 6 and ti = 2Sf, and ni = ] N((d)): N((d)) n Mt j. Note that since d E Mi and 
I N((d))I = 12, ni = 1, 2 or 4. 
LEMMA 6.1. We may assume that C(o) < N(Q) < M, . 
Proof. C(u) = O,,(C(u))R(d, 7) < N(Q) by Proposition 4.2. Since N(Q) 
is soluble w may let M be a maximal soluble subgroup of G containing N(Q). 
Then (u, d, T) E M so that M is of type (s), (u), (w) or (y). This forces O,,(M) to 
be non-trivial and to have anormal 2-complement. We may therefore choose Ml 
to be M. 
LEMMA 6.2. For each i, we have: 
(a) Mi/Ni g 2, or D,; 
(b) NJH, G 1, Z, OY Q8 . 
Proof. This result follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 and the definition 
of Mi. 
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THEOREM 6.3. There are integers s and h, with ,prime to 6 such that 1G / = 
2” ’ 3 . h,, .lJ=, hi . Furthermore, hi and h, are coprime for 0 < i < j < r. 
Proof. Let 1 < i < Y. If Hi is a 2-group then hi = 1. If Hi is not a 2-group, 
let p be an odd prime dividing / Hi 1 and let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of Hi . 
By Lemma 6.2, P is a Sylowp-subgroup ofMi . Also Mi < N(P). Since p is odd, 
Theorem 2.1 tells us that N(P) is soluble so that, by the maximality of M, , 
Mi = N(P). Thus P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G and Mi is characterised as a
Sylow p-normaliser. Therefore p does not divide hj if j f i and 1 < j < r. We 
also have that hi is the product of the orders of Sylow p-subgroups of G for every 
prime p dividing hi(p # 2, 3). The theorem now follows. 
LEMMA 6.4. Let g, , g, be elements of G of order 3 such that g,g, = d. Then 
there exists a maximal soluble subgroup M of G such that 
(4 <gl 7 gz> G MT 
(b) <a 9 a.) = <a > g,)‘(d), 
(4 (81 , gz>’ G WdMh 
(d) M is conjugate to Mi for some i. 
Proof. If (gi , gs) is abelian then (gi , gs) = (d) and we may take M = Ml . 
So we may assume that (gi , gs) is not abelian. (gi , gs) is a homomorphic image 
of the group (3, 3, 3) and therefore has an abelian normal subgroup of index 3 
(see [8, p. 71). Thus (gi ,ga) is soluble and we may choose a maximal soluble 
subgroup M of G containing itso that (a) holds. Also, since (g, , gs>/(gi , ga)’ is 
generated by the images of g, , g, , it follows that he abelian normal subgroup 
of (g, , ga) of index 3 is precisely (g, , gs)‘. In particular (b)holds. 
If (d) holds then M is one of types (p)-(y). Inthe case of types (p)-(u) it is 
clear, using part (b), that (gr , g,)’ < F(O,,(M)); in the case of types (v) and (w), 
by considering M/F(O,,(M)), we must have g, , g, EF(O,,(M))(d) so that 
(gi , ga}’ < F(O,,(M)); in the case of types (x) and (y), since any subgroup T 
of Qs .Z, with T’ abelian and / T : T’ 1 = 3 is isomorphic to2, we conclude that 
(gi , gz) modulo F(O,,(M)) isisomorphic to2, , i.e. (gi , gz)’ < F(O,,(M)). We 
have therefore shown that if (d) holds then (c) holds. 
It remains to prove that (d) holds. If not, then O,,(M) does not have a normal 
2-complement. Therefore M is of type (2). Let L be a Sylow 2-subgroup of M. 
Then CJ EL and M < N(L). 
If N(L) is soluble, the maximality of M gives M = N(L) so that L is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of G. Since dnormalisesL and C,(d) = (a), 1L j is an odd power of 2. 
By the same argument 1Q I is an odd power of 2. But then (Q, T) which is known 
(by [4, Theorem 1.41) tobe a Sylow 2-subgroup of G has order an even power of 2. 
This contradiction means that N(L) is insoluble and hence is one of types (i), 
(m) or (n). But N(L) contains M which involves a Frobenius group of order 21. 
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Therefore N(L) is not of types (i) or (n) and hence is of type (m), contrary to 
Theorem 3.1. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
THEOREM 6.5. 1 G 1 < 36K{28-1h, + CL, nihit,} where k < 1 if G has 2 
conjugacy lasses ofinvolutions and k < 10/7 if G has 1 class. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.8 it is sufficient to prove that 
#(d’d’ = d) < 2S-1h, + i nihiti . 
i=2 
For i = l,..., r the number of conjugates ofil& containing d is less than or 
equal to 1 N((d)): N((d)) n Mi I, i.e. ni. Combining this with Lemma 6.4 we have 
#(d’d’ = d) < C&l n&i where #i = I{& , g-J :g13 = gz3 = 1, glgz = 4 gl E W , 
g, E Mi}\. By Lemma 6.4(b) and (c) with M = Mi we have #i < [ F(O,,(Mi))I = 
1 Hi 1 = hiti which gives #(d-d’ = d) < ‘&‘=, n,hiti . 
Now n1 = / N((d)): iV((d)) n MI 1 = 1 by Lemma 6.1 since N((d)) < C(o). 
Also (Q, T), which is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, is contained inMI . By Theorem 
6.3, I(Q, T)I = 2” but, by Lemma 6.2, no element of (Q, T)\Q can be in HI. 
Therefore t, < 2”-1. This gives n,h,t, < 2s-1h, , which establishes thetheorem. 
7. THE CASE WHEN h > 1 
In this ection we deal with the case when h > 1. Recall that IOa,(C(a))l = h2 
by Proposition 4.3. 
LEMMA 7.1. Supposeh > 1. Thenhi zz 1 (mod6)andhi > 7fori = l,...,r. 
Proof. For i = l,..., I, Hi is a d-invariant nilpotent subgroup and therefore 
has a d-invariant subgroup of order hi on which d acts fixed-point-freely. 
Therefore 3 divides hi - 1. Since hi is odd we conclude that 6 divides hi - 1, 
i.e. hi z 1 (mod 6). 
Suppose now that hi = 1. Then Hi is a 2-group. If Hi = 1, Lemma 6.2(b) 
implies that Ni = 1 since Hi = F(iV,); byLemma 6.2(a) Mi E 2, or D, , which 
contradicts themaximality of Mi since any 2, or D, in G is contained ina D,, . 
SO Hi # 1. 
We certainly have Mi < N(H,). If N(H,) is soluble then, by the maximality 
of Mi , N(Hi) = Mi so that C(H,) is a {2,3}-group. In particular, no group 
of order hcentralises Hi .If N(H,) is insoluble then it is of type (i), (m) or (n) and 
again no group of order h centralises Hi . This contradicts Proposition 4.3. 
Therefore hi # 1, which forces hi > 7. 
LEMMA 7.2. Suppose h > 1. If ti > 1 then i= 1. 
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Proof. If ti > 1 let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup ofHi SO that Mi < N(T). 
If N(T) is not soluble then it is of type (i), (m) or (n) and hence no group of order 
h centralises T, contrary toProposition 4.3. 
Thus N(T) is soluble. By the maximality of Mi , Mi = N(T). By Proposition 
4.3, hdivides / Mi / and hence, using Lemma 6.2, h divides hi. 
However, h2 = / O,(C(a))i sothat by Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 hdivides h,. By 
Theorem 6.3 we must have i= 1. 
LEMMA 7.3. Suppose h > 1. Then r < 2. 
Proof. By Theorems 6.3 and 6.5, 
2” - 3 - h, . fi hi < 36k 28-lh, + i nihiti . 
i=l I i=2 I 
By Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2, hi > 7 for i= I,..., r and ti = 1 for i= 2 ,..., Y  Let 
h* = max{hi:  = l,..., r}.Then 
2” . 3 - 77-1 < 2” . 3 - h,(h*)-1 . fi hi 
i=l 
< 36k h,(h*)-l2’-l + i n,hi(h*)-l 
I i=2 
< 36 - (10/7) - {2”-l + 4(r - l)}. 
(The last line follows from Theorem 6.5 together with the fact hat n, < 4.) 
Therefore 
77 < 60 + 480(r - 1)/28. 
But 2” is the order of a Sylow 2-subgroup ofG so that 2” = j(Q, T)I. However 
Q >, R, Q admits d and / R 1 > 2 by [3, Lemma 5.11. Therefore ( Q / >, 8 and 
2” 3 16. We conclude that 
7’ < 60 + 30(r - 1) 
which gives us r < 2. 
THEOREM 7.4. h = 1. 
Proof. Suppose h > 1 so that Lemmas 7.1 to 7.3 apply. In particular, 
r < 2. If r = 1 then, by Theorems 6.3 and 6.5, 
1 G 1 = 2” - 3 . hoh, < 36k .2S-lh, 
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so that h,, < 6K < 9. Since h, is prime to 6, we must have he = 1, 5 or 7. But 
Ml contains a subgroup of order h, , and also contains d and (Q, 7) (which is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G) by Lemma 6.1. Therefore Ml has order 2” * 3 * h, and 
index 1, 5 or 7. Since G is simple we now have G isomorphic toa subgroup of 
A, or A, , which is a contradiction. 
So Y = 2. By Theorems 6.3,6.5 and Lemma 7.2 
j G 1 = 2" .3 .h&h, < 3612{2Wz, + n h,) 
Since k < 10/7 and, as in the proof of Lemma 7.3, n2 < 4 and 2” > 16, 
so that 
7h,h,h, < 6Oh, + 480/~,/2~ 
< 60/z, + 3Oh, 
7h, < 60/h, + 30/h,. 
By Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2, Oa(C(a)) < Hi so that h2 divides hr. h is prime to 2 
and 3, and is therefore atleast 5. Thus h, 3 25. Also, by Lemma 7.1, h, > 7. So 
7h, < 6017 + 30125 
which gives h, = 1. Then 
7 < 60/h, + 30/h, < 60/h, + 30/25 
so that h, < 300/29. By Lemma 7.1, h, = 7. Since Ml has order 2” * 3 . h, , 
Ml has index 7 so that G is isomorphic toa subgroup of A, . This contradiction 
completes the proof of the theorem. . 
8. THE CASE WHEN h = 1 
We showed in the last section that h = 1. We now show that his gives rise to a 
contradiction. 
LEMMA 8.1. Any d-invariant 2-subgroup f G containing u iscontained in Q. 
Proof. Suppose not and let T be a d-invariant 2-subgroup of G containing 
0 such that T 4 Q and j T n Q / is as large as possible. 
Since T $Q, TnQ < TsothatNr(TnQ) > TnQ.IfQ < TthenNr(Q) 
is d-invariant d, by the structure ofN(Q), we have NT(Q) = Q so that Q = T. 
Therefore we must have Q $ T so that T n Q < Q and No(T n Q) > T n Q. 
SinceaE TnQ,N(TnQ) is of type (9, (4 (4 (r), (s>, (t), (u) or (4. In 
cases (q), (r), (s), (t), (u) and (z), let Tl = O,(N(T n Q)). Then any d-invariant 
2-subgroup of N( T n Q) is contained inTl . In particular, Nr.( T n Q) ,( Tl and 
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No( T n Q) < Tl . These together imply that Tl $ Q and Tl n Q > T n Q, 
which contradicts the definition of T.
In case (i), T n Q and hence N,(T n Q) is (d, r)-invariant. Therefore 
NdT n Q) =G 02(W” n QN. N ow let Tl = O,(N(T n Q)) N,(T n Q). Then 
A$( T n Q) d T, and N,(T n Q) < Tl and we can proceed as in the last 
paragraph todeduce a contradiction. Finally, case (m) does not arise by 
Theorem 3.1. 
LEMMA 8.2. Any d-invariant 2-subgroup f G is contained in Q. 
Proof. Suppose that T is a d-invariant 2-subgroup ofG not contained in Q. 
Without loss we may assume that T is a maximal d-invariant 2-subgroup ofG. 
Note that by Lemma 8.1, u 6 T. Using these facts, N(T) must be of type (t), (u) 
or (2). 
If N(T) is of type (t) or (z) then T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N(T) and hence 
of G. So Sylow 2-normalisers haveorder divisible y 3. However, by [4, 
Theorem 1.41, Q is weakly closed in(Q, 7) which is a Sylow 2-subgroup ofG. 
Therefore N((Q, T}) < N(Q). From the structure of N(Q) it follows that 3does 
not divide 1 N((Q, T))I and we have acontradiction. 
Thus N(T) is of type (u). If 1 T 1 > 4 then by [8, Theorem 8.11 T is weakly 
closed in N(T) so that N(T) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup ofG. Its order is 
2 1 T ) = 22z+1 for some integer I since d acts fixed-point-freely on T. However 
(Q, 7), which is also aSylow 2-subgroup of G, has order 21 Q 1 = 22z’ for some 
integer 1’since Co(d) = (0). Th is contradiction mea s that 1T j = 4. But then 
T is a Sylow 2-subgroup ofC(T) w h ence Sylow 2-subgroups of G are cyclic, 
dihedral or quaternion. Then R, being a2-subgroup ofG, is cyclic, dihedral or
quaternion. Since C,(d) = (a), R g 2, or Qs . If R g Qs then R(T) is a semi- 
dihedral group of order 16, contrary tothe structure of the Sylow 2-subgroup. 
Therefore 1 R 1 = 2 which contradicts [3, Lemma 5.11. 
LEMMA 8.3. For eachi = l,..., r either hi= 1 or ti = 1. 
Proof. Suppose that for some i, hi # 1 and ti # 1 and let T be a Sylow 
2-subgroup ofHi . Then Mi < N(T) and C(T) contains a group of order hi . 
It follows from Theorem 2.1 that N(T) is soluble. By the maximality of Mi , 
Mi = N(T). Since hi # 1, O,,(N(T)) # 1. However we know that h = 1 so 
that 02(C(a)) = 1 and therefore, by Proposition 4.5, O,,(N(T)) = 1. This 
contradiction establishes t  lemma. 
LEMMA 8.4. If i> 1 then hi = 1 (mod 6), hi > 7 and ti = 1. 
Proof. Suppose hp = 1. By Lemma 6.2, Mi = N,(N(<d)) n Mi). Now 
N(W) < C(u)- Al so, since hi = 1, Ni is a 2-group so that Ni < Q by Lemma 
8.2. Lemma 6.1 now gives us Mi < Ml so that, by the maximality ofMi , 
Mi = Ml , i.e. i = 1. 
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So, if i > 1, hi # 1 and, by Lemma 8.3, t, = 1. Also, Hi has a subgroup of 
order hi on which d acts fixed-point-freely. Th refore 3 divides hi- 1. Since 
hi is odd, we now have hi = 1 (mod 6). Since hi # 1, h, > 7. 
LEMMA 8.5. 28 > 64. 
Proof. Since (Q, T) is a Sylow 2-subgroup ofG, I(Q, T)[ = 2”. Since 
C,(d) = (a), 1Q 1 is an odd power of 2. So, if the lemma is false, 1 Q I = 2 or 8. 
Thus Q E 2, , k’s or Qs . In particular, 0 E Z(Q) so that Q = R. By the Remark 
at the end of [4], all these possibilities do notarise. 
LEMMA 8.6. h, = 1. 
Proof. Suppose h, # 1 so that by Lemma 8.3, t, = 1 and HI has odd order. 
Now N(Q) < MI by Lemma 6.1. Lemma 6.2 now implies that Q g 2, or Qs 
which is impossible as we saw in Lemma 8.5. 
LEMMA 8.7. r < 2. 
Proof. By Theorems 6.3, 6.5 and Lemmas 8.4, 8.6, we have 
25 * 3 * h, fi hi < 36k 28-1 + i nib, .
i=2 I 62 I 
Let h* = maX{hi: i = 2,..., I}.Then, since hi > 7 for i= 2 ,..., r byLemma 8.4, 
we have 
2” - 3 . 7T-2 < 36k 2+l(h*)-l + i ni . 
I i=2 I 
Now k < 10/7 and ni < 4. Therefore 
2” - 3 - 7+-2 < 36(1O/7){25-1/7 + 4(r - I)} 
so that 
7’ < 60 + 3360(r - l)/Zs 
< 60 + 105(r - I)/2 by Lemma 8.5. 
Therefore  < 2. 
LEMMA 8.8. r = 2. 
Proof. If I = 1 then by Theorems 6.3, 6.5 and Lemma 8.6, we have 
1 G [ = 2* - 3 * h&z, < 36k . 2s-1 
481/58/z-16 
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so that h, < 612 < 9. But h, is prime to 6. Therefore h, = 1, 5 or 7. This means 
that Ml is a subgroup ofG of order 2” . 3/z, and index 1,5 or 7. Since G is simple, 
G is isomorphic to asubgroup ofA, or A, . This is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 8.9. h,, = 1 and 2” = 64. 
Proof. Since r= 2 we now have 
j G 1 = 2” . 3&h, < 36k{25-1 + n,h,} 
so that h&a < 6(10/7){1 + 8h,/2s}. By L emma 8.5, 2” > 64 so that 7h,,h, < 
60 + 15h,/2. Ifh, > 1 then, since it is prime to 6, h0 > 5 and we obtain a 
contradiction o Lemma 8.4 which states that h, > 7. So ha = 1 and 7h, < 
60 + 48Oh,/2”. 
If 2” # 64 then by Lemma 8.5,2” > 64. On the other hand, 2” = j(Q, T)I and 
d acts on Q with C,(d) = (u). Th ere ore f s is even and 2” > 256. This forces 
7h, < 60 + 15h,/8. By Lemma 8.4, h, = 7. But then Ml is a subgroup of G of 
index 7and G is isomorphic to asubgroup ofA,, which is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 8.10. G has one class ofinvolutions. 
Proof. We now have 
/ G / = 64 * 3h, < 36K{32 + n,h}. 
If G has two classes of involutions then k < 1. Since na < 4, we obtain h, < 24. 
By Lemma 8.4, h, = 7, 13 or 19. 
If h, = 7, G is isomorphic to asubgroup ofA, as before. If h, = 13 or 19 then, 
noting that dE N(H,), the normaliser of aSylow 13- or 19-subgroup f G has 
index dividing 64. By Sylow’s Theorem this index must be congruent to1 
(mod 13 or 19) and hence quals 1, i.e. G has a normal Sylow 13- or 19-subgroup. 
This is clearly a contradiction. 
LEMMA~.~~. [G/ =64*3h,andh,=23.47,25.49,11*89or13.103. 
Proof. By Lemma 8.9, jG / = 64 * 3h, and, by Lemma 8.10, C(a) contains a 
Sylow 2-subgroup ofG so that /C(a)1 = 64 . 3. Lemma 5.10 now tells u that 
-10 < y0 , y,, + l a < 10. We also have, by Lemma 5.9, that 
(n - ycJ% = 2’ . 3” . oh+ 4. 
Since h, is prime to 6 we may write 
yr - yg = 48% for some integer z.
Then 2z2h, = yl(yI + ~a). Note that z > 0 because yr- ‘yo is the number of 
times (I has eigenvalue - 1 in the representation Y . 
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Now y1 and y1 + e3 , being character d grees, must divide 1 G /. Since they 
differ by1 they are coprime. Therefore yl(yl + c3) divides 1 G j from which it 
follows that x2 divides 25. 3, i.e. z = 1, 2 or 4. 
If z = 1 then yr - yg = 48 so that 38 < yl, y1 + c3 < 58. Also yl(yl + l s) = 
2h, . Since ha is prime to 6 we conclude that yl(yl + c3) = 46 .47 or 49 . 50, i.e. 
h, = 23 .47 or 25 .49. 
If x = 2 then y1 - y0 = 96 so that 86 < yl, y1 + e3 < 106. Also yr(yr + c3) =
8h, . Here yl(yl + c3) = 88 . 89 or 103 . 104 and h, = 11 . 89 or 13 . 103. 
If z = 4 then y1 - y,, = 192 so that 182 < 3/r, yr + E:) < 202. Also 
14~1 + ~3) = 3% . These conditions cannot hold simultaneously, which 
establishes t  lemma. 
LEMMA 8.12. We have a contradiction. 
Proof. Since H, is nilpotent a dd-invariant, d since 23 + 1 (mod 3) and 
1 I qk 1 (mod 3), we cannot have h, = 23 .47 or 11 .89. 
If h, = 13 . 103 then, since H, is nilpotent, a Sylow 13-normaliser of G has 
order at least 3h, and so its index divides 64. But by Sylow’s Theorem this 
index has to be congruent to1 (mod 13). Hence G has a normal Sylow 13-sub- 
group, which is a contradiction. 
If h, = 25 .49 let S be a Sylow 5-subgroup ofH, so that dE N(S) and 
i& < N(S). By Theorem 2.1, N(S) must be soluble and so, by the maximality 
of M, , M, = N(S). Therefore j G : M, 1 = 1 (mod 5). Similarly 1 G : Mz / = 1 
(mod 7). But I G : M, 1 divides 64. Hence G = Ma, i.e. G is soluble, i.e. we 
have a contradiction. 
We have therefore shown that none of the possibilities s ated inLemma 8.11 
can occur. We therefore have arrived atthe contradiction which proves our main 
theorem. 
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